From Tokyo station
1. By Train and Local Bus (or Taxi)

① JR Joban line
Tokyo Station (JR Yamanote Line, Plat home No.4) → Ueno station
Ueno Station (JR Joban Line, Plat home No.9&10) → Ushiku station 60 min. 950 yen
[Caution] JR Joban line: You have to take one of the trains bound for Tsuchiura station, Katsuta station, Mito station, Takahagi station or Hitachi station.

Kanto Tetsudo Bus bound for "Yatabe Shako (Yatabe Bus Depot)", "Seibutsuken Owashi", "Tsukuba Daigakubyoin (Tsukuba Univ. Hospital)"
Ushiku Station West exit, Bus terminal No.4 → Koyadai Chuo Bus stop
15 min. 370 yen

Three-minute walk from Koyadai Chuo Bus stop to RIKEN BRC
Taxi
Ushiku Station→ RIKEN BRC 10min. about 2,700 yen

② TX (Tsukuba Express) line
Tokyo Station (JR Yamanote Line, Plat home No.4) → Akihabara Station
Akihabara Station (TX line) → Tsukuba station (Tsukuba Center) 65 min. 1,150 yen
Community Bus “TsukuBus” N-Shuttle
Tsukuba Center Bus terminal No.2 → Koyadai Chuo Bus stop 20 min. 300 yen
Three-minute walk from Koyadai Chuo Bus stop to RIKEN BRC

2. By HIGHWAY BUS bound for “Tsukuba Center”
Tokyo station Yaesu Minami Exit terminal → Tsukuba Center 60 min. 1,150 yen
Community Bus “TsukuBus” N-Shuttle
Tsukuba Center Bus terminal No.2 → Koyadai Chuo Bus stop 20 min. 300 yen
Three-minute walk from Koyadai Chuo Bus stop to RIKEN BRC
From Narita Airport

1. By Airport Bus  (Kanto Tetsudo Bus "Natt's" bound for Tsukuba Center)
   Narita Airport (Terminal 1: No.8 Bus Stop, Terminal 2: No.10 Bus Stop) → Tsukuba Center 60 min. 2,540 yen
   [Caution] You have to buy bus ticket at Ticket Counter.
   [Caution] Tsukuba Center is not the final stop; The buses go to Tsuchiura JR Station

Community Bus “TsukuBus” N-Shuttle
   Tsukuba Center Bus terminal No.2 → Koyadai Chuo Bus stop 20 min. 300 yen
   Three-minute walk from Koyadai Chuo Bus stop to RIKEN BRC

2. By Taxi
   Narita Airport → RIKEN BRC 90 min. about 13,000 yen

From Haneda Airport Easiest!

By Bus (Keihin KyukoBus/Kanto Tetsudo Bus bound for “Tsukuba Center”)
   Haneda Airport (Terminal 1: No.13 Bus Stop, Terminal 2: No.13 Bus Stop) → Tsukuba Center 100 min. 1,800 yen
   [Caution] You have to buy bus ticket at Ticket Counter.

Community Bus “TsukuBus” N-Shuttle
   Tsukuba Center Bus stop → Koyadai Chuo Bus stop 20 min. 300 yen
   Three-minute walk from Koyadai Chuo Bus stop to RIKEN BRC